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IK Multimedia releases update for SampleTank 3 CS,
the free, expandable full featured SampleTank 3

SampleTank 3 CS "Custom Shop" for Mac/PC now offers all musicians and studios
the full functionality of SampleTank 3 in an expandable and free virtual instrument

April 19, 2016 - IK Multimedia, creators of the first sample-based virtual instrument, is proud to
announce  the  latest  version  of  SampleTank 3 CS,  the  free  version  of  SampleTank  3.  Now
SampleTank 3 CS removes all  limitations by unlocking the full  software functionality including
unlimited editing and import features. SampleTank 3 CS is a standalone player and plug-in that
can  be  expanded  with  IK's  Instrument  Collections  that  are  available  at  any  time  from  the
integrated  Custom Shop:  Everything  from rare  pianos  to  signature  artist  drums  to  the  new
Miroslav Philharmonik 2 CE collection. Legacy VIs,  libraries and user samples can also now be
imported without restriction. SampleTank 3 CS comes loaded with 30 free instruments, 1.8 GB of
sounds, 81 MIDI patterns and 2 loop kits.

Full Sound Editing
SampleTank 3 CS gives users the ability to edit factory and user instruments to meet the needs of
every production. Although it was previously only available in the full version of SampleTank 3,
now every user can edit any instrument down to the finest detail absolutely free. SampleTank 3
provides a full arsenal of classic and modern filters that can be modulated by LFOs and envelopes
that secures its place among the world's  best virtual instruments. From the classic transistor
ladder  lowpass  to  the  cutting-edge  phaser  filter,  SampleTank  3  CS  has  it  all.  With  coveted
features  such  as  the  STRETCH™ Engine  and  an  arsenal  of  55  studio-quality  plug-in  effects



processors, SampleTank 3 CS is a powerhouse for the modern music maker.

Harness the full potential of an expanding universe of sounds
SampleTank 3 CS comes with a core collection of sounds that represent every category to get
users started. With over 1.8 GB of sample content and 30 different instruments including an
audiophile stereo grand piano, the included set makes a strong foundation for music creation. But
it doesn't stop there. Users can expand SampleTank 3 CS with titles from IK's diverse range of
SampleTank 3 Instrument Collections like the American Acoustic, Neil Peart Drums, Cinematic
Percussion, Miroslav Philharmonik 2 and much more available as additional purchases that get
directly installed into the user's customizable SampleTank 3 library. Musicians may also import
third party samples and their own sounds.

Utilize the best of the past… without being stuck in it
SampleTank 3 CS now provides the ability to import and play instruments from legacy, 32-bit VIs
such as SampleMoog, Sonik Synth 2 and SampleTron into SampleTank 3's contemporary 64-bit
architecture. Legacy libraries such as the Xpansion Tank series are also easily imported. This
welcome feature now lets users incorporate their  legacy sounds into their  modern production
workflow while providing full editing and effects manipulation for further creative sound design
and exploration.

Pricing and availability
SampleTank 3 CS is available now for every musician and studio as a free download from the IK 
Multimedia web site. SampleTank 3 CS operates as a standalone virtual instrument workstation 
and player and as a DAW plug-in compatible with all major DAWs for Mac/PC.

For more information, please visit:
www.ikmultimedia.com/sampletankcs

For information about the full version of SampleTank 3, please visit:
www.ikmultimedia.com/sampletank3

Warm regards, 

Starr Ackerman
starr.ackerman@ikmultimedia.com
N/C/S American PR Manager

Tiia Hassinen
tiia.hassinen@ikmultimedia.com
Europe and International PR Manager

IK Multimedia. Musicians First.

About IK Multimedia: IK Multimedia is a computer music technology company that offers a diverse range of affordable 
and easy-to-use music production tools with great sound quality and a realistic look and feel. With millions of installations 
worldwide, the IK range has been adopted by musicians of every level, from beginners to professionals, to gain access to 
high-end, studio-quality gear from their computers or mobile devices. SampleTank® is a trademark property of IK 
Multimedia Production. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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